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A teacher supplies knowledge, but a great teacher inspires.  This quote may have been said many 
times before and in different ways, and to who the original author of it is I am uncertain, but 
nevertheless, there is a truth rooted in this simple statement.  As someone who has started their 
career as an elementary art educator inspiration has always been a recurring word in my course 
content, goals, and classroom.  Referring to inspiration comes naturally in an elementary art 
classroom full of color, paint, and young minds eager to create, but in adult learning context 
inspiration is quite different.  

What should education offer the adult learner? 
 

 
It is my belief that learning should improve the life of the learner.  Whether for a career training, 
post-secondary degree, or personal fulfillment or knowledge, adult learners seek out education in 
many ways and for many different reasons.  My philosophy, rooted in progressive education theory 
and humanistic education values, is that learning should not only be practical and goal-orientated for 
adults, but that it should create a community of diversity, respect, and tolerance.  
 
“Adults are autonomous and self-directed. They need to be free to direct themselves” (Lieb, 1991). 
Adult learning should be designed in a way that creates motivation for the learner, offering 
coursework that promotes growth towards individual student goals.  As an educator I aim to create 
course content that is geared towards self discovery and application of skills and theory.  Students 
require an understanding of how content is relevant to them and their goals to enhance motivation 
and investment.  I believe in a sense of pragmatism in coursework, where content should be practical 
and applicable to the lives of the learner.  
 
Education should offer a learning environment of respect and acceptance.  It is my belief coursework 
should be presented in a manner that is culturally responsive to learners of all backgrounds, and offer 
meaningful opportunities for students to share their personal experiences with one another.  The 
environment should create collaboration, valuing diversity and multiple perspectives from the variety 
of individuals who are a part of the learning together. As quoted by Helen Keller, "The highest result 
of education is tolerance”.  This should be at the root of every learning experience, and intertwined 
through coursework and objectives.  
 
 



How can the adult learning facilitator create this education model? 
 

 
The adult learning facilitator is a guide on the learner’s individual journey. We are the presenters of 
information, the teachers of theory, and the creators of the context. My job is to prepare and present 
information in ways it can be synthesized into practical applications for adult learners. To accomplish 
this I present coursework in a clear format, using many means of delivery such a presentations, 
videos, readings, graphics, and visuals (Wlodkowski and Ginsberg, 2017, pg.s 68-69).  Information is 
scaffolded starting with an understanding of context and theory, followed by opportunities for inquiry 
and problem solving as they relate to the student’s personal goals. Following progressive education 
techniques, assignments are presented in the form of projects, presentations, and applications where 
students are able to apply their understandings to real world scenarios.  An important aspect of my 
job is to introduce resources to support  learning and stay abreast of any helpful technological tools, 
current events, and big ideas that can help support learners toward their growth goals.  
 
Creating an environment that fosters respect and tolerance begins with relationships.  Having 
personal connections with students, and providing opportunities for learners to connect with one 
another is at the root of a class community.  Through organized learning opportunities that promote 
collaboration and discussion this is achieved. Information is presented from multiple contexts and 
viewpoints, offering different lenses of understanding.  In addition, learners require consistent, 
specific feedback from the facilitator and their peers.  As an adult learning facilitator my course 
content would provide opportunities for peer reviews as well as individual reflection exercises for 
learners.   Learning opportunities should, “enhance motivators, and decrease barriers” (Lieb 1991).  It 
is my goal to support learners in their long term goals, staying open-minded and flexible in my 
delivery of information and assessment.  Not only is it important for students to receive feedback, I 
believe as the facilitator it is important to create feedback opportunities for my students. I use this 
feedback to consistently reflect on my role and strategies as the facilitator.  

Conclusion 

 
 
It is my belief that everyone can learn. To really learn, one must be able to apply their knowledge to 
benefit their careers, goals, communities, and lives. In this motivation is where inspiration lies. 
Inspiration is created when learners are able to spark meaningful ideas and implement them in an 
effort to better their world.  Through creating thought provoking coursework that scaffolded for 
learning and application, providing valuable resources, and creating a respectful environment of 
acceptance and tolerance true inspiration can happen through education.  
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